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Invisible Children Terms  
 
Better World Books (BWB) 
def: Invisible Children's partner in the Book Drive 

 
Book Drive  
def: An initiative that was retired in 2012. Together with Better World Books, Invisible Children 
established book drives as an alternative fundraising effort for the Schools for Schools program. 
Students collected books that were in good condition. Better World Books sold those books 
online and the proceeds went to Invisible Children. The school that raised the most books won a 
trip for a student representative to go to Uganda. 

 
Conservation Cotton Initiative (CCI)  
def: A former Invisible Children program, established in 2009 and retired 2011. A partnership 
between Invisible Children, Edun Live and Wildlife Conservation Society to create a socially and 
environmentally beneficial business in northern Uganda (and other regional areas) through the 
use of an innovative in-country supply chain. The first three years of program funding was 
covered by a significant grant from USAID COMPETE. 

 
Fourth Estate  
traditional def: news media, journalism, "the press" 
IC def: A term coined by IC to represent the worldview in which all humans have equal and 
inherent values and we all have a responsibility to protect one another. 
usage: Always capitalize and spell out. 4th Estate. The abbreviation 4E should only be used 
internally. 

 
Fourth Estate Member -or- Fourth Estate Donor  
def: Anybody who donates to Invisible Children on a monthly basis 
usage: Fourth Estate Member; Member of Fourth Estate; Fourth Estate Donor. A person who 
attends the Fourth Estate Leadership Summit is not a "Member of Fourth Estate" unless s/he 
donates on a monthly basis. 

 
Fourth Estate Leadership Summit  
def: A conference held by Invisible Children in Aug 2011 and again in Aug 2013. 

 
Functional Adult Literacy (FAL)  



def: common program name and abbreviation in the world of international development #jargon 
usage: Avoid abbreviating if possible. Adult Literacy program is acceptable. 

 
GO! Internship  
def: Former program. Established June 2006 and retired in 2008. An internship that provided 
opportunities for motivated individuals to contribute to IC’s development work in Uganda and 
facilitate first-hand experiences that promote cultural understanding. 

 
Invisible Children Bracelet Campaign (ICBC)  
def: first economic recovery program. Founded in August 2005 and retired in May 2009 
usage: never ever abbreviate--nobody will know what you're talking about, unless they've 
worked at IC since 2008 

 
Invisible Children, Inc.  
def: a 501(c) nonprofit organization, founded and headquartered in San Diego, CA  

 
Invisible Children in Democratic Republic of Congo (ICDRC) 

 
Invisible Children Uganda (ICU)  
def: Invisible Children, Inc.'s, partner organization on the ground in Uganda. Legally speaking, 
Invisible Children (IC) and Invisible Children Uganda (ICU) are two separate organizations. 
Technically, IC raises money and gives it to ICU in the form of a grant. ICU then uses the funds 
to pay its staff and implement Protection and Recovery Programs in the region. IC and ICU work 
together closely when making decisions. Finance or legal will be happy to explain.  
usage: Always spell out Invisible Children Uganda the first time, then abbreviate. Be intentional 
about making it clear that IC and ICU are not the same thing. 

 
KONY 2012  
def: the title of a 29-minute viral video and the title of the campaign surrounding the film 
usage: Always all caps. Always a space between "KONY" and "2012." If you're talking about the 
film, use italics 

 
Legacy Scholarship Program (LSP)  
def: founded in 2005. Formerly known as the Visible Children Scholarship Program (VCSP). 
Name changed in 2009  
usage: Avoid abbreviating if possible 

 
Livelihood Programs  
usage: we no longer use the term "EDI (Economic Development Initiatives)" to describe our 
non-education programs. VSLA, FAL, WASH are all Livelihood Programs 

 
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA)  
usage: Write out the first time, then abbreviate 



 
LRA Crisis Tracker  
usage: Always use the full name. Always capitalize the first letter. Never Abbreviate. 

 
LRA Disarmament and Northern Uganda Recovery Act  
def: Legislation aimed at 1) Stopping the LRA by mandating President Obama to devise an 
interagency strategy to prevent LRA violence, which should include a multilateral plan to 
apprehend top LRA leaders, encourage defections of rebel commanders, demobilize child 
soldiers, and protect civilians from rebel attacks 2) Investing in sustainable peace, by targeting 
US assistance to recovery and reconciliation efforts in northern Uganda and Congo, which are 
essential to rebuilding and healing war-affected communities and preventing future conflicts. 

 
Mend  
usage: Only the first letter capitalized. Mend. MEND 

 
MOVE  
def: A film Invisible Children released October 7, 2012. It was about KONY 2012 and Jason's 
return to Invisible Children. 
usage: All caps. This is not the name of the event in Washington, DC. It only refers to the film. 

 
MOVE:DC  
def: An Invisible Children event in Washington, DC, on November 17, 2012. More than 10,000 
people registered to attend. 
usage: All letters are capitalized. No spaces at all. 

 
Safe Reporting Sites (SRS)  
def: one of Invisible Children's protection programs. Not yet on the website. 

 
Schools for Schools (S4S)  
usage: Don't abbreviate, if at all possible. Write it out every time unless it is an internal 
document. Schools 4 Schools. 

 
Protection Plan 
def: The name given to Invisible Children's plans in summer 2010 to expand its efforts into the 
neighboring country of DR Congo. A booklet and several videos outlined the plan. Two National 
tours raised money for it (Congo Tour and Frontline) 
usage: Not used often. Talk about "Protection programs" instead.  

 
recurring donations  
def: Donations made on a monthly basis. Fourth Estate Members and Legacy Scholarship 
donors are recurring donors. 
usage: Recurring donations -or- monthly donations. Recurring monthly donations. Also, 
re-occuring isn't a thing. 



 
Regional Manager (RM)  
def: Within the Movement department, Regional managers oversee several roadie teams and 
are responsible for helping them succeed. 
usage: always capitalize. Always spell out. RM is for internal use only. 

 
Roadie/Roadies  
usage: Always capitalize. To someone unfamiliar with IC, they are best introduced as "regional 
representatives." 

 
StayClassy  
def: One of Invisible Children's partners for social fundraising. It allows individuals to set up a 
personal fundraising page to raise money for IC. 
usage: no space. 

 
TRI (no longer in use)  
def: TRI used to be a recurring donation program that gained its name from the original request 
that people donate $3 a week, or $12 a month. TRI donations were not restricted, meaning that 
they could be used to fund any part of Invisible Children's work. Former TRI donors are now 
known as Fourth Estate Donors. 
usage: Always capitalized TRI. Tri. tri. 

 
Village Savings & Loan Associations (VSLA) 
def: common program name and abbreviation in the world of international development #jargon 
usage: Write out the first time, then abbreviate 

 
Water, Sanitation & Health (WASH) 
def: common program name and abbreviation in the world of international development #jargon 
usage: Write out the first name. Abbreviate as necessary.  

Conflict Region Terms 
 
Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of Congo (FARDC)  
def: Congolese military 

 
Central African Republic (CAR)  
def: a country in central Africa 
usage: Spell it out the first time, then abbreviate to CAR. 

 
central Africa 
def: includes Democratic Republic of Congo, Central African Republic, Sudan, South Sudan, 
Chad, etc. DOES NOT include Uganda. 
usage: when talking about the region, don't capitalize "central": central Africa. 



note: The LRA is active in central Africa, not East Africa. When referring to all our Protection and 
Recovery programs, say East and central Africa. 

 
Commission Diocésaine Justice et Paix (CDJP)  
def: local Catholic Diocese that Invisible Children works with on the Early Warning Radio 
Network 

 
Disarmament, Demobilization, Repatriation, Reintegration and Resettlement (DD/RRR) 
def: refers to the UN's actions regarding foreign armed groups - part of MONUSCO  

 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo - or - DRC)  
usage: Spell out the first time and then abbreviate to DR Congo. No periods between letters. 
D.R. Congo. Only when pressed for space or referring to it repeatedly should you shorten it to 
DRC. 

 
East Africa  
def: includes Uganda, Kenya etc. 
usage: Always capitalize both words when talking about the region. 
note: The LRA is active in central Africa, not East Africa. When referring to all our Protection and 
Recovery programs, use East and central Africa. 

 
East and central Africa  
def: Correct term for all of the countries in which we work. Uganda is in East Africa. CAR, DR 
Congo, South Sudan, Sudan, etc. are in central Africa. 

 
Garamba National Park (GNP)  
def: Forest in northeastern DR Congo that has historically been an LRA stronghold 

 
Internally Displaced Person (IDP)  
usage: Spell out the first time, then abbreviate. Don't use with new audiences 

 
Internally Displaced Person Camps (IDP camps) 
usage: spell out the first time, then abbreviate. Don't use with new audiences 

 
South Sudan  
def: New country as of 2011. 
usage: Always distinguish between Sudan and South Sudan. Avoid the term "southern Sudan" 
for obvious reasons. 

 
Sudan  
def: Omar al-Bashir is the president and an ICC indictee. Darfur is in Sudan. South Sudan 
seceded from Sudan in 2011. 



usage: be sure to distinguish between Sudan and South Sudan. As of 2011 they are two distinct 
countries. 

 
UN Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUSCO)  
 
UPDF - Uganda People's Defence Force  
def: Ugandan military  

General Terms and Usage  
 
International Criminal Court (ICC)  
usage: Write out and abbreviate on second reference 

 
Internet  
Usage: Believe it or not, Internet is a proper noun. Always capitalize. 

 
non-governmental organization (NGO)  
usage: Usually interchangeable with "nonprofit." The plural form is NGOs, no apostrophe. 

 
nonprofit  
Usage: One word, no spaces, no hyphens. 

 
African Union (AU)  
usage: Spell out most of the time. Abbreviate to AU if the audience is familiar with the term. No 
periods between letters. 

 
United Nations (UN)  
usage: Write out the first time, then abbreviate to UN, with no periods in between. 

 
United States (U.S.)  
usage: When you abbreviate, put periods between. When talking about the U.S., say United 
States rather than America--especially when speaking with an international audience. People 
from the United States are Americans. 

 
Uganda  
usage: Can be abbreviated UG when necessary 

 
War-affected vs. war-torn  
usage: Talk about "war-affected" communities, and try to avoid negative terms like "war-torn" or 
"war-ravaged,” "war- stricken," "war-devastated," etc. 

 
Washington, DC 
usage: No periods between D and C 


